
WELL INVENTIONS

With over 40 years of drilling experience, Texas based inventor, R.C. Crawford, has spent much of his career
simplifying and perfecting his reverse flow airlift drilling inventions.  

His vision has been to create the perfect lightweight, easy to operate and super portable 
drilling system that can be built and operated by a single person using readily available and inexpensive materials.

R.C.’s goal has been to make drilling water wells more affordable, simpler, easier to maintain and effective.   



Currently there is no one else in the world serving the low cost borehole drilling market using 
the reverse flow airlift method.  

Our technology has less chance for damaging aquifers while reducing cost and difficulty 
substantially.  

There are hundreds of millions of people worldwide who do not have access to safe water 
for drinking and agriculture. 

Our system is more portable and requires less energy and can be deployed in areas where 
traditional rigs cannot.

Our market objective is to become the primary source of affordable and clean borehole
drilling worldwide.  



Our technology uses lightweight, high-strength PVC pipe, 
portable air compressors and either hydraulic of manual power 
to create a reverse flow airlift drilling system that requires little 
training to use.

Our system can be manufactured with minimal equipment in a 
simple mechanical shop.

Our system utilizes the best technique for drilling water wells, 
reverse flow, that minimizes clogging or polluting on aquifers.

Our system has less potential chance of failure than current 
drilling techniques applied around the world.

Our system can be taught to nearly anyone in one day.

Our system can easily and inexpensively be manufactured in 
the U.S. or overseas and shipped anywhere in the by standard 
cargo carriers.

 CHANGING THE GAME

CHANGING THE WORLD



We’ve brought our drilling tech to South Texas, 
Mexico, India and Africa.

With 30 wells drilled in Mexico and Texas, 18 in 
Africa and 18 in India we’ve successfully brought 
water to people who need it, trained drilling teams 
and government institutions.

In the past six months we’ve worked with The 
Institute for Transformative Technology and 
Berkeley Labs in India and the Harare Institute of 
Technology in Zimbabwe to teach and implement 
our systems.

The reactions have been terrific and the enthusiasm 
was great.  We received great interest from the 
governments in both countries and we are planning 
future trips to neighboring countries.

Our teams in both countries learned quickly and 
have great enthusiasm for our technology and the 
process.  We’ve learned a great deal about the need 
for low cost and safer wells on our trips.  Many people in developing countries can’t afford to drill traditionally as they can’t 
afford the higher cost and don’t have access to the much more expensive equipment.  Often people resort to digging open 
pit, hand-dug wells that can easily pollute the very water people are after and can collapse on those who dig them.  In many 
areas children can fall into these deadly wells at terrifying rates.  Governments want these dangerous wells replaced and are 
excited about the technology that can replace them at a reasonable cost.

 

OUR TECH IN ACTION



Well Inventions is offering worldwide licensing opportunities 
of our simplified and low cost reverse flow airlift drilling 
technology in all countries.  The licensing will range, 
depending on the country and time period desired, from 
$200K to $1M.

We are currently organizing trips to Bangladesh, India, 
Ghana, Peru and many other countries along with our 
non-profit partner onemillionwells.org.  We’re seeking 
investor aid in full or partial funding of these trips to help 
build interest in our technology.

We are seeking opportunities in manufacturing partnerships 
and assistance in further developing improvement designs 
that will allow our technology to become even faster and to 
drill in more difficult types of geology. 

 OPPORTUNITIES

CONTACT: 

R.C. CRAWFORD
www.wellinventions.com
rccrawford@swbell.net

tel. (512) 293-3989


